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Abstract
Virtual communities of practice are gaining
attention among scholars and practitioners as
managers and high-level executives look for ways to
adapt to an ever-increasing rate of environmental
change. These communities have been recognized as
a tool for generating new ideas by accessing
geographically distributed expertise. As most expert
knowledge is tacit and tacit knowledge exchange is
what leads to creativity, an understanding of
antecedents to tacit knowledge exchange is needed.
This manuscript responds by examining the role of
trust, a well-known antecedent of creativity, within
the context of virtual communities of practice. An
interdisciplinary approach led to the development of
a multi-level, multi-dimensional model of trust. The
authors propose that different dimensions of trust
serve as both an antecedent and outcome of creativity
in virtual communities of practice, by taking on
various forms and roles in the creative process based
on tenure of its members.

1. Introduction
With increasing frequency, online virtual
communities of practice (VCoPs) have sprung up to
take advantage of geographically distributed
expertise—providing unique opportunities for
knowledge exchange and creativity. VCoPs are
different from virtual teams, which consist of
geographically, organizationally and/or temporally
dispersed workers that interact through technologies
to accomplish organizational tasks [1] and are often
only temporary in nature [2].
Virtual communities, on the other hand, include
groups of people that voluntarily interact through
computer-mediated communication for professional
or social ends [3]. An essential aspect of the virtual
community is the development of a sense of virtual
community (SOVC) where people have 1) feelings of
membership, 2) exchange of support, 3) feelings of
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attachment and obligation, 4) shared identity, and 5)
relationships with specific members [4].
VCoPs are a specialized type of virtual
community where “groups of people who share a
concern, a set of problems, or a passion about a topic,
and who deepen their knowledge and expertise in this
area by interacting on an ongoing basis” [5, p.4] and
who primarily do so via computer-mediated
communication. These VCoPs tend to revolve around
a profession or a specific organization and members
find value in sustaining connections with each other,
providing opportunities for mentoring, knowledge
sharing, emotional support, and problem solving [5].
This allows them to discuss aspirations, needs, and
explore ideas. Through time they may create
documentation, form collective knowledge, create
norms, and cultivate an identity. Examples include
dispersed engineers that regularly compare designs
and discuss the intricacies of their craft or an online
community of educators that discuss best practices in
education and develop, share, and review
instructional aids and course syllabi.
The internet provides far-reaching accessibility
to these communities. The potentially diverse
backgrounds and global composition of VCoPs offer
fertile ground for bridging gaps between diverse
people and forming bonds [6] between similar
people—bonds that encourage knowledge sharing
[7] and support creativity [8, 9, 10, 11]. Research
confirms that higher levels of creativity exist within
social networks of weak ties, proposing that this was
due to the diversity of information available from a
wider network of diverse individuals [9, 12]. Access
to the assorted expert knowledge—particularly tacit
knowledge–in these communities has been made
easier through advances in communication and Web
2.0 applications. Combined with improved internet
accessibility across the globe, VCoPs appear well
positioned to meet the demand for new ideas and
problem solving tools in the rapidly evolving
economy.

2. Background
Given the current pressures associated with
operating in a global knowledge economy, managers
within organizations recognize the necessity of
finding ways to proactively and strategically create
and manage both explicit and tacit knowledge [13]
within and across organizational boundaries [14, 15].
Both explicit and tacit knowledge are critical in the
creation of new knowledge, a necessity for adapting
to a constantly changing environment. Traditionally,
U.S. organizations have focused on the encoding and
exchange of explicit knowledge, such as in the
creation and sharing of operating manuals and
standard operating procedures, for example. These
examples demonstrate how explicit knowledge is
easily communicated via formal language. However,
tacit knowledge, which is known for having a more
significant role in the creative process, contains both
cognitive and experiential dimensions, which makes
it difficult to readily communicate [13] and often
only resides within the minds of area experts. To
demonstrate the significantly increased difficulty
associated in relaying tacit knowledge, you might ask
yourself: how do you explain to someone how to ride
a bicycle or to select effective keyword terms for an
information search using a search engine.

2.1. The creative process
The creative problem solving process can be
broken into two main phases: (1) gaining knowledge,
which involves the exchange of thought and
experience, and (2) using knowledge, which involves
ideation and evaluation [16]. Creativity is spurred by
exposure to an assortment of knowledge coming from
a variety of sources and individuals [8, 10, 11]. This
broad exposure allows for information to be
integrated and encoded in new ways [17, 18],
facilitating the gaining knowledge phase of the
creative problem solving process.
In the gaining knowledge phase, phase one, of
the creative process, tacit knowledge is the most
valuable, yet the most difficult type of knowledge to
share. Tacit knowledge has been recognized as a key
contribution to a firm’s competitive advantage [19]
and is an essential component of knowledge
exchange that promotes creativity [20, 21, 22, 23].
Indeed, the integration and articulation of tacit
knowledge creates new knowledge through informal
social interactions [13]. In turn, the new knowledge
created through tacit knowledge exchange is the most
effective type for generating creativity and
innovation in groups, considered by some to even be
a requirement [24].

Although it has been argued that virtual
communities may not support the exchange of tacit
knowledge [25, 26, 27, 28], researchers have found
that people do indeed contribute knowledge in
VCoPs [7, 29]. If any of these contributions are in the
form of storytelling [30, 31], a known method by
which tacit knowledge may be shared, then tacit
knowledge that supports creativity and innovation
may be disseminated within virtual communities [9,
12, 32, 33, 34]. Some of the skepticism surrounding
the ability to exchange tacit knowledge in online
communities has likely been based on the previous
limits of technology, such that only typed
information could be shared. Researchers have
pointed out that tacit knowledge is best shared
through emotions, shared experiences, metaphors,
analogies, and bodily movements [23]. New waves of
Web 2.0 tools are changing the way people interact
with and contribute information, so that some of
these types of exchanges are possible. For example,
verbal and non-verbal information is now available to
supplement
typed
information.
Non-verbal
communication, such as gestures, facial expressions,
and posture can now be observed with video
technology. The integration with voice technology
has enabled voice cues such as rhythm, tone, and
pitch to serve as a tool of information exchange as
well.
In addition to allowing for the exchange of new
types of information, Web 2.0 technology has
allowed for new sources of information. It has
become standard practice for users themselves to be
entrusted with the creation of content, providing a
more dynamic and collaborative process for
information sharing [35]. Incorporating these new
means of interaction into our conceptualization of the
VCoP, we suggest that its loosely organized members
can interact using several channels: email, forums,
wikis, blogs, podcasts, RSS feeds, instant messaging,
chat rooms, web-based conferences, virtual worlds
such as SecondLife, and video-sharing sites such as
YouTube. These technologies, as well as those that
are still in development, have untold possibilities in
facilitating
tacit
knowledge
exchange
via
synchronous and/or asynchronous communication.
These tools are increasingly able to provide the rich
information that previously was only available to colocated groups.
The second stage of the creativity process
involves knowledge use, including ideation and
evaluation [16]. As tacit knowledge is shared and
new knowledge is generated, the broad knowledge
base available in a diverse VCoP allows for
intelligent evaluation of these ideas by area experts.

The Web 2.0 technologies facilitate this evaluation
process.
Despite the promising support of creativity that
Web 2.0 offers to VCoPs, its usage does result in the
introduction of a serious concern: trust. This concern
manifests in questions regarding how a user can trust
strangers with their ideas and how content created by
strangers can be trusted, for example. Also, for idea
evaluation to occur, trust in the “judges” of the ideas
is needed, and may be difficult when a community is
comprised of strangers. Indeed, the literatures of
many disciplines, such as innovation, knowledge
management, and psychology, have called for
research focusing on the role that trust plays in
fostering creativity among strangers. For example,
one call for research points out that it has yet to be
explored whether or not trust is an antecedent or
outcome of creativity [36] Likewise, scholars have
expressed the need to understand the specific
dimensions of trust that play a role in bringing
strangers together to share knowledge [29]. Even
further, there is a call for understanding the role of
trust in different types of online communities [37].
To answer these calls, we integrate multiple theories
and frameworks to create an interdisciplinary and
multi-level theoretical process model of the
relationship between trust and creativity in a VCoP.

2.2. The role of trust in the creative process
The development of the KEYS measure of the
climate for creativity, identified among six categories
of creativity stimulants, three social components:
organizational
encouragement,
supervisory
encouragement, and workgroup supports [10]. Within
these three social components, knowing that new
ideas will receive fair and supportive evaluation was
a critical element to supporting creativity. Similarly,
a review of organizational creativity literature
identified trust and respect for the individual as one
of the key dimensions of organizational culture that
affects the level of organizational creativity [38].
Likewise, trust is suggested to help create a socially
supportive environment by overcoming the barriers
of risks associated with knowledge contribution [29].
Creativity is a social process, one that comes
about through people and their interactions [39] and
the exchange of knowledge [9, 12]. The importance
of trust as a vital antecedent to the knowledge
exchange that supports creativity has been wellestablished in the literature. Therefore, it is important
to pay attention to the social context of the VCoP and
in particular, the role of trust—as both an antecedent
and outcome of creativity—between individual

members and also between members and the
organization.
At first glance, sharing knowledge with strangers
seems to be irrational as it benefits others at the
expense to the contributor [7, 40, 41], who gives their
effort and time [7]. There are additional barriers that
discourage information contribution, such as the
potential misuse of the information, criticism,
information freeloading, and loss of competitive
advantage [29]. Nonetheless, strangers do contribute
knowledge in VCoPs, particularly when opportunities
for personal or professional reputation-building and
norms of reciprocity exist within the VCoP [7].
And, although many companies work hard to
protect their internal knowledge, creativity is most
enhanced by strategies supporting knowledge flow
rather than strategies to manage and contain
knowledge [39]. Armbrecht, et al. [39, p.40] even go
on to say that “in today’s fast-paced business world,
the value created through knowledge sharing appears
to outweigh any unreasonable emphasis on secrecy.”
Nonetheless, in order to facilitate a free-flow of
knowledge and realize the creative potential of a
VCoP, trust must be present among members.
Having established trust as a necessary precursor
for the knowledge exchange that supports creativity,
it is essential to examine the multidimensional role of
trust among members. Researchers have suggested
that several types of trust play a role in knowledge
exchange in VCoPs: knowledge-based trust1 [29],
institution-based trust [29], and organizational trust2
[37]. Knowledge-based trust refers to the trust
formed from close personal ties over time where a
trustor can understand and predict the behavior of the
trustee [42, 43, 44, 45]; whereas institution-based
trust refers to the belief that institutional structures
(e.g. policies, rules, or norms) will protect the trustor
[46]. Finally, organizational trust refers to the
generalized sense of trust that an individual feels
towards the organization as a whole [47]. In VCoPs,
organizational trust “develops between an individual
and the group of strangers that is community” [37,
p.275].
Researchers propose that when VCoPs emerge
from existing face-to-face communities, members
bring with them the knowledge-based trust that came
1

As is often the case with interdisciplinary research, there are
multiple labels that refer to a very similar construct, and although
they may not overlap perfectly, we hope that the reader will accept
our use of knowledge-based trust to globally refer to what some
literatures refer to as ‘relational trust’, ‘affective trust’,
‘interpersonal trust’ or ‘identity-based trust’ [41].
2
Organizational trust has multiple labels and similar constructs in
the literature as well, and even interpersonal trust [43] has been
extended to a group-level measure, here we are using
organizational trust.

from recurring interactions and learned expectations
for behavior of other members [29]. However, most
VCoPs are missing many of the qualities of social
systems that facilitate trust building, especially when
they are comprised of geographically dispersed
strangers—such as a physical context that provides
opportunities for members to become familiar with
one another, share experiences, or fulfill promises
[48].

2.3. Swift trust
How then is trust developed in VCoPs among
strangers and in what of its many forms does it
come? When a new member joins a VCoP,
researchers propose that these new members rely on
institution-based trust—that “necessary structures are
in place which will ensure trustworthy behavior of
individual members, and protect the members from
negative consequences of administrative and
procedural mistakes” [29, p.73]. However, the
presence of institutional policy does not ensure its
enactment [49] and without initial trust in the
organization’s institutional structures, they may be
ineffective at eliciting institution-based trust. So the
question remains, how do people initially trust the
members and information of a VCoP in the face of its
many barriers?
For exploring and understanding this particular
scenario, the concept of swift trust provides a
promising framework. Swift trust differs from both
knowledge-based and organizational trust in that it
can be defined as a cognitive and action-oriented
form of trust, concerned with “doing” rather than
“relating” [48]. And, while the formation of swift
trust may benefit from the procedures and structure
of the VCoP, it also accounts for uncertainty and the
lack of available information on which to base
feelings of institution-based trust [48].
Originally developed to explain the trust seen in
temporary groups (e.g. theater productions,
negotiation teams, or construction teams) , swift trust
makes the best use of distributed expertise and skills
of strangers to accomplish an interdependent and
complex task [48]. Perhaps a clear, yet admittedly
extreme, example of a situation requiring swift trust
is negotiating a hostage situation. Success requires
that the captor and negotiator trust each other to
fulfill their end of the bargain, but without any prior
experience to demonstrate trustworthiness. People
must trust each other because the situation demands it
for the task at hand to be completed.
Temporary systems, although varying, tend to
include participants who: are assembled by a
contractor to enact expertise they already possess,

have a limited history of working together, from
limited labor pools, have limited prospects of
working with each other again, are part of
overlapping networks, and have a deadline [48].
These temporary system characteristics largely
describe the characteristics of VCoPs, making swift
trust a logical construct to use as a framework in the
new member scenario. This list of characteristics
highlights two important factors. First, it is the
characteristics of the context or setting that enables
swift trust to exist. Second, there is no checklist of
conditions to meet, rather the right combination of
several possibilities work in unison to allow for the
development of swift trust.
Within the context of VCoPs (as well as other
types of virtual communities), we propose that the
characteristics for enabling swift trust include, but are
not necessarily limited to, weak ties, limited history,
limited pool of members, and an interdependent task.
A new member by definition has a limited history
with the community. Also, VCoPs consist of
members that are connected by weak ties.
What then is the interdependent task? The
answer to this question is found in an individual’s
motivation for seeking and joining the VCoP.
Researchers found, in an empirical study, that the
most common reasons people joined a virtual
community was for the purpose of exchanging
information and receiving social support [50]. If this
finding applies to VCoPs as well, then these goals
may act in a similar fashion as an interdependent task
in temporary groups, thus consistent with the model
of swift trust.
In turn, if the initial use of swift trust is rewarded
via positive support or useful information, it can “set
off a familiar cycle in which trust becomes mutual
and reinforcing: trust allows one to engage in certain
behaviors, and these behaviors, in turn, reinforce and
strengthen members’ trust in each other” [48, p.188].
Thus, swift trust is self-reciprocating—much like a
deviation-amplifying loop [51]—and provides further
opportunities to acquire the experiences necessary to
develop knowledge-based, institution-based [29], and
organizational trust [37]. It is also these informationseeking or support-seeking motivations that may be
the initial driving force leading people to become
members of a VCoP.
Finally, swift trust is not necessarily a blind form
of trust. Again, it is the context that inhibits a new
member from taking advantage of another’s trust.
The key to this lies in the weak ties present within
VCoPs. Potential members arguably seek interaction
with each other due to some common interest, which
places them in a limited a pool of similar people. This
also places their reputation at stake as someone’s

indiscretion can quickly be diffused throughout the
social network—to someone with whom they may
indeed interact with in the future. This is not to say
that it eliminates all possibility of ill-will, but rather
underscores a benefit to implementing well thought
out reputation management systems for virtual
communities.
In summary, within the context of creativity in
VCoPs, we propose that swift trust allows for the (1)
initial exchange of information, including both tacit
and explicit knowledge, (2) creation and expression
of creative thought, and (3) evaluation of ideas
between strangers and that it is vulnerability to
reputations that helps to prevent ill-will. When these
initial exchanges are met with a supportive
environment, opportunities arise for individuals to
develop knowledge-based and organizational trust in
the VCoP through a history of positive interactions.
These forms of trust can develop because the
elements of trustworthiness—ability, benevolence,
and integrity [37, 52, 53]—are demonstrated in these
creative exchanges. In turn, the development of
organizational trust instills confidence in the
structural protections offered by the VCoP in the
form of institution-based trust. In other words,
whereas some scholars [29] propose that institutionbased trust encourages strangers to share knowledge,
we suggest that swift trust is the initial facilitator of
creative problem-solving amongst strangers, which
then lays the foundation upon which knowledgebased, institution-based, and organizational trust may
develop.
This view suggests that trust evolves throughout
the lifecycle of a VCoP member, whereby tenure is
associated with different forms of trust. Trust starts in
a form that allows for quick action and problem
resolution (swift), progresses to trust between
individuals based on a shared history and
interpersonal relationship (knowledge-based) and
then finally trust generalizes to the VCoP as a whole
(organizational) and its protective structures
(institution-based).
Therefore, to fully explore how trust evolves and
promotes creativity between members of different
tenures, we address the following dyadic scenarios of
knowledge exchange/knowledge use: a) new
members exchanging knowledge/using knowledge
with existing members, b) existing members
exchanging knowledge/using knowledge with new
members, c) existing members exchanging
knowledge/using knowledge with other existing
members, and d) new members exchanging
knowledge/using knowledge with other new
members.

3. Multidimensional Model of Trust
To explore the changing role of trust as an enabler
of creativity in a VCoP and in an attempt to provide a
framework for exploring the above scenarios, we
present a theoretical process model below. This
model presents a proposed pathway for the
transformation of swift trust into opportunities to
exchange and use knowledge, as the two key phases
of the creative process, which in turn allow for the
development of knowledge-based, institution-based,
and organizational trust over time (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The evolving role of trust in
enabling creativity in a virtual community of
practice. (*Phase I, ** Phase II of the creative
process)

3.1. New members sharing ideas with existing
members
First, we assume that a new member has joined
the VCoP in search of knowledge or social support
[50]. This individual has joined with some initial
perceptions of the reputation of and expertise present
within the VCoP. In addition, new members will
likely explore the VCoP and personal identity cues
available on the site. These cues may include the
degree of perceived trustworthiness based on the
appearance of the website and member profiles.
Profiles may include such information as member
names, photos, friends, communications, evaluations
or ratings assigned by other members, and
community designations.
The new member will search profiles for
indicators of trustworthiness, previously defined as

ability, benevolence, and integrity [37, 52, 53]. The
new member may also make judgments based on the
appearance of the profiles, attractiveness of other
members [54], the quality, quantity, and personal
nature of the content provided in the text of the
profiles, and the individual similarities between the
new member and existing members. When taken
together, all of this information serves to decrease
feelings of vulnerability, uncertainty, and risk [48]
for the newcomer, each of which is recognized as an
obstacle to trust formation.
When trusting someone, vulnerability exists in
the form of possibly receiving ill-will from them
[55]; whereas uncertainty is the estimation of whether
someone will do something beneficial or harmful to
the new member before knowing for sure [48].
Without being able to monitor people over time, it
can be difficult to overcome these two components.
However, scholars suggest that when there is a
mutual threat to reputations, it lays “the grounds for
participants to expect and be receptive to trust and
trustworthiness” [48, p.172]. This suggests that in a
VCoP, some protection from ill-will is created
through the network of weak ties where one’s
reputation is bridged to diverse members. Indeed,
reputation-building was found to be an important
factor leading to sharing knowledge in virtual
communities [7]. Reputation, it appears, is an
invaluable asset and the gateway to creative
interaction.
The third component that must be overcome is
risk, which evolves choosing to accept a situation
where the possible damage may outweigh the
benefits [56]. Trust “presupposes a situation of risk”
[56, p.178] because if one was certain about the
outcome of a situation there would be no risk
involved and thus, no need for trust. The only way to
avoid risk is through inaction (e.g. not sharing
information). Inaction, however, has its own
drawback: it precludes receiving the information or
support that may have initially motivated the new
member to join a VCoP [50]. Likewise, the wrong
action (e.g. ill-will) can damage one’s reputation
[56]. However, if risk is accepted and leads to a
positive outcome, risk-taking behavior is rewarded,
which could increase a member’s willingness to
accept risk from members of the same VCoP [48].
Swift trust enables the reduction in feelings of
vulnerability, uncertainty, and risk to allow for
creative exchanges among strangers. Again, swift
trust is important in the VCoP because for new
members, knowledge-based, institution-based, and
organizational trust have not yet had an opportunity
to develop. Swift trust enables cognitive and actionoriented trust, fostering initial knowledge exchange.

The model shows knowledge exchange and
knowledge use as two separately enacted parts of the
creative process, in line with current creativity
research [16]. We suggest that trust will play a role
mostly through the first phase, which then allows for
phase two, knowledge use, which includes
developing, sharing, and evaluating creative ideas.
We propose that knowledge exchange occurs with
minimal passage of time and investment, as a result
of swift trust. Thus, we propose the following:
Proposition 1a: New members exchange
knowledge with existing members based on swift
trust.
Proposition 1b: Members use knowledge in
ideation and evaluation activities with other members
once knowledge exchange has occurred.

3.2. Existing members sharing ideas with new
members
What kind of information do existing members
use to evaluate the trustworthiness of new members?
This is a key question relevant to knowledge sharing
in VCoPs. Indeed, different sub-groups of existing
users may be more willing to connect with and trust
new members. Existing members, having a history of
successful interactions with other members and the
organization, are expected to trust new members with
institution-based and organizational trust. Finally,
established members are expected to have a
reputation, which plays a crucial role in providing a
legitimate endorsement to new members [57].
Institution-based trust allows existing members
to trust new members based on the established norms
of the VCoP, such as norms of reciprocity. Norms of
reciprocity form when one community member helps
another and can expect to be helped in return [58].
Additionally, these norms offer protection to the
community’s members as they set the stage for
expected social behaviors [37, 59, 60], which can
lead to organizational trust. Together these conditions
lead to the following two propositions:
Proposition 2a: Existing members exchange
knowledge with new members using institution-based
trust.
Proposition 2b: Existing members exchange
knowledge with new members using organizational
trust.

3.3. Existing members sharing ideas with
other existing members
Interaction between existing members is
essential to the success of a VCoP. These members

spread norms and contribute to the legitimacy of the
VCoP, helping to build knowledge-based, institutionbased, and organizational trust. There are two types
of existing member interactions: initial interactions
with unfamiliar members and those continuing with
familiar members.
The dynamics of the initial interaction with an
existing member differs from that of a new member.
Whereas there may be no direct past interactions
between existing members, the weak ties of a VCoP
may carry reputation information. This can come in
the form of mutual friends, profile information, or
even reviewing the history of members. Depending
on the depth (and tenure) of information available
about the existing member swift trust may not be
needed. Instead, trustworthiness is imported from
institution-based and organizational trust, such as
reputation, community designations, and norms.
However, when an existing member continues a
history of interactions with a known member, this is
suggestive of knowledge-based trust resulting from
reputation, familiarization, past shared experiences,
demonstrated expertise, and reciprocation. Each of
these promotes the trustworthiness of members—
demonstrating ability, benevolence, and integrity [37,
52, 53]. This leads to the ability of members to form
institution-based and organizational trust.
Still, an existing member may have formed
sufficient institution-based and organizational trust to
rely on these cues. This brings up an interesting
point: which form of trust is more powerful? We
propose that, in the end, VCoPs thrive from
interpersonal interactions between two people.
Therefore, in this case knowledge-based trust (or
distrust) is expected to have a stronger influence on
deciding trustworthiness of an existing member.
Therefore we present the following propositions:
Proposition 3a: Existing members exchange
knowledge with unfamiliar existing members based
on institution-based trust.
Proposition 3b: Existing members exchange
knowledge with unfamiliar existing members based
on organizational trust.
Proposition 3c: Existing members exchange
knowledge with other familiar existing members via
knowledge-based trust.

3.4. New members sharing ideas with other
new members
There is an intriguing contradiction in the
dynamics of new members trusting new members.

On the one hand, new members may lack sufficient
reputation or experience to convey trustworthiness to
other new members. On the other hand, their mutual
inexperience may cause them to see each other as
more similar, thus more likely to trust together [61,
62]. This leads us to the following proposition:
Proposition 4: New members exchange
knowledge with other new members based on swift
trust.

3.5. Potential Moderating Relationships
An exhaustive discussion of potential moderators
of the relationships proposed in the model is outside
the scope of this paper, but as illustrative examples,
we present a few potential moderators based on
previous research.
In situations where swift trust is proposed, the
lack of information to judge trustworthiness may
cause other cues to become more salient among new
or existing unfamiliar members. For example, new
members may lack sufficient reputation to convey
trustworthiness to other members. The literature
suggests a few potential moderators for this situation.
First, perceived similarity can result in more
positive impressions of others and thus more likely to
engage in trust [61, 62]. Second, if motivation to
exchange information is great, it may reduce the
amount of trustworthiness cues needed to exchange
this information [63]. Finally, the actions of existing
members may have a profound impact on the
recruitment of new members. This would impact the
perceived legitimacy of the VCoP and increase (or
decrease) the willingness of members to trust each
other [64, 65]. This leads us to the following
propositions:
Proposition 5: New/unfamiliar existing members
exchange knowledge with other new/unfamiliar
existing members through swift trust, moderated by
level of similarity between members.
Proposition 6: New/unfamiliar existing members
exchange knowledge with other new/unfamiliar
existing members through swift trust, moderated by
intensity of motivation for information exchange.
Proposition 7: New/unfamiliar existing members
exchange knowledge with other new/unfamiliar
existing members through swift trust, moderated
perceived legitimacy of the VCoP.
Another source of influence in our model is
when existing members possess a sense of virtual
community [3, 4]. Through time, members of virtual
communities begin to have feelings of identity,

belonging, and attachment to the community. This
could decrease their perception of vulnerability,
uncertainty, and risk due to their own close ties to the
VCoP. As such, they may accept new members as
legitimate, via organizational trust. This leads us to
the following proposition:
Proposition 8: Existing members exchange
knowledge with new members using organizational
trust, moderated by sense of virtual community.
Dispositional trust is a construct that has been
used to explain initial trust between strangers [46,
66]. It represents an individual difference in the
amount of risk a person is generally willing to accept
and reflects their trust in humanity. However, there
have been inconclusive results in the literature as to
the importance of dispositional trust in developing
relationships: some report that it is necessary [52],
whereas other studies found that it is not [67, 68].
These mixed results suggest the possibility that
disposition may be context-dependent, which would
then integrate well within the model of swift trust.
This leads us to the following proposition:
Proposition 9: Dispositional trust is a moderator
between swift trust and knowledge exchange.
There may indeed be other moderators of interest
that future research should explore, such as
experience with online communities, generational
differences, or technological features of the
community, such as the type of information provided
in a reputation management system.

4. Testing the Model
Although this paper focuses on developing a
theoretical model, a discussion of testing the model is
in order. Several of the constructs discussed—
knowledge-based trust, organizational trust, and
institution-based trust—have established quantitative
scales [69]. However, the contextual nature of swift
trust lends itself more to a qualitative measurement
approach. Also, to test this model, longitudinal data
will need to be used, so that a determination of the
order in which each type of trust is developed can be
made. For these reasons, the authors plan to employ a
mixed methods approach to a case study of a VCoP
through its formative stages, using a combination of
qualitative in-depth interviews and quantitative
surveys.

5. Conclusions
A virtual community of practice is a modern
context of social interaction that has the potential to
serve as a hotbed for creativity. These communities
provide the opportunity for weak ties to rapidly form
between diverse individuals who share an area of
interest. The technologies available to VCoPs have
matured to allow for the easy exchange of
knowledge, ideas, and excitement [38] among
members (i.e., Web 2.0 applications). To fully take
advantage of the creative potential of VCoPs, a
deeper understanding of the antecedents to creative
output is needed.
We present a model that conceptualizes the role
of one of the most widely-acknowledged antecedents
of creativity—trust. We called upon multiple
disciplines in the understanding of the concept of
trust, such as psychology, knowledge management,
and creativity. Integrating theories and concepts from
each of these disciplines, we developed a multi-level,
multidimensional process model of the evolution of
trust amongst members of different tenures in a
VCoP.
The proposed model can be used to study the
relationships between factors influencing the
development of swift, knowledge-based, institutionbased, and organizational trust and their impact on
creative output. The model presented in this paper
should be applicable to any other outcome variables
in VCoPs that have trust as an antecedent, such as
team performance or safety. Furthermore, issues of
trust are not exclusive to VCoPs and thus these
results are expected to generalize to other types of
virtual communities.
Finally, this paper answers several calls for
research in this area, such as the call from Gilson [36]
to establish trust as an outcome or antecedent of
creativity. Our model predicts that it is both: swift
trust is used by new members to support knowledge
exchange until there is a foundation upon which
knowledge-based trust can form between members
and institution-based and organizational trust of the
VCoP itself can develop.
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